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These few words are just an update of the 
project’s progress during the first six months 
from its inception.

CAMERA TRAP NETWORK
About 15 cameras are now stationed around the Alde 
estuary. Getting the best from these cameras has 
been something of a learning curve and finding out 
what they can do and what they can’t do, takes some 
time. A grant from the Suffolk Coast & Heaths Amen-
ity and Accessibility Fund has allowed us to purchase 
another eight cameras – some of which will be added 
to those in existing sites and some in new sites above 
the tidal reach at Snape.

They (the cameras) do need constant checking to see 
if they are in the correct place; that their batteries are 
topped up and the SD cards are regularly changed. 
The project is very grateful to Mike Pratt, Gillian Ham-
mond, David Baskett and Reg Etheridge for all their 
voluntary effort in keeping these cameras working 
well.

One of the project’s objectives is to see if modern 
technology, in the guise of the camera traps, can tell 
us more about an otter population than the tried and 
tested ‘presence or absence’ method used in succes-
sive national otter surveys since the 1970s.
We think we can say that the results from these 
cameras are, already, telling us a great deal about 
the study site otter population. Being able to identify 
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individual animals is probably going to be impossible 
but we can say, with a degree of confidence that there 
is at least two sets of mother and cubs in the estuary; 
one definite dog otter and then a number of unidenti-
fied individual animals. A lot more to learn yet!

At the Minsmere study site one of the main objectives 
was to compare direct observation  results with those 
from the camera traps. A valiant group of volunteers 

Left: Mother & cubs

Right: Dog otter

Two above: a number of our recorded images show 
scent marking and rolling in scent (left picture) - moth-
er is the top animal whilst the two cubs are playing in 
the foreground.
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have been at Island Meare hide, very early, each day 
since June 2014 to record otter activity. These data 
are supplemented by an ‘Otter Observations’ book left 
in the hide for members of the public to write in their 
own sightings.

A few camera traps were added three months ago 
and outcomes required from the traps were (1) that 
they record nocturnal activity – is there as much going 
on at night as during the day? And (2) do the cameras 
come up with the same results as the direct observa-
tion team?

SPRAINT ANALYSIS
Another objective of the project is to try and under-
stand what the otter is eating. Does it, for example, 
choose favourite food items or is it an opportunist, 
eating what ever it can catch and benefiting from the 
peaks in particular prey species numbers during an 
annual cycle.

With permission of English Nature some spraint is 
carefully collected from chosen sites throughout the 
estuary. The spraint samples are cleaned and pre-
pared for analysis. The individual samples are sifted 
and using small digital microscopes the bone remains 
are identified – hopefully down to species level. This 
has proved to be a time-consuming process and the 
I.D. side is difficult, though the volunteers performing 
this admirable and difficult task are definitely becom-
ing more expert!

DNA analysis will be attempted later in the project’s 
life.

GETTING THE WORD AROUND
The project has held two workshops and Stanny Field 
Centre (one of October 2014 and another in Febru-
ary 2015). Another similar event was held at RSPB 
Minsmere in April 2015. More Workshops will be held 
during the life of the projects and these might well 
include otter experts from other parts of the country. 
If you feel you would like to help in the project contact 
either;

Richard Woolnough on woolnoughs@freeuk.com
Rodney West on fieldcentre@stannyfarm.org

Above: Preliminary findings from four months spraint 
analysis of one site.

Above:Typical contents of one spraint - cleaned and 
ready for I.D. work.


